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Translated safety signs being installed at rock
fishing platforms
Last week saw the first of many new safety signs installed at popular rock
fishing spots across Sydney, with ANSA NSW rolling these out state wide
over the next few months.
In the past the Angel Ring Team have installed these signs next to the angel
rings, but recently have started installing signs on paths leading into fishing
platforms in an attempt to get the message in the anglers faces as they
access these mostly safe spots that turn deadly in prevailing conditions.
High tides, ground swells and large waves make most exposed rock spots
unfishable across NSW.
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The image below shows the sign next to the installed angel ring
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The cost of the translated sign, bolts and epoxy to secure the sign is close to
$70.00, so careful consideration is taken where they are installed. Signs are
being bolted and glued to cliff faces and also being tied to wire fences. Apart
from the walk in, the Angel Ring Team take about 5 minutes to secure a sign
and they are trying to co-ordinate some free time to continue the roll out over
the next few months.
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The images below show the signs in more visible and in your face locations and are
reflective at night so a torch will highlight them.

The above sign is at the ladders leading down to Yellow Rock at Malabar and the one
below is on the track leading into Yellow Rock

Signs have also been rolled out on the Northern Beaches of Sydney.
ANSA NSW is always looking for anglers to assist them with the angel ring program.
If you would like more info on the project or info on how to join ANSA NSW online
and the Angel Ring Team, visit the following:

http://www.angelrings.com.au/JoinIntro.html

